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8-49 

NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORO SWITCHBOARDS 

GENERAL 

A non-multiple manual cord switchboard is a single or 
two-position type of PBX equipped with one jack for 
each station, centrai office trunk, and tie line. Connect
ions between stations and centrai office trunks and be
tween two stations are made by plugging in pairs of 
cords to the proper jacks. 

This type of PBX is provided where the requirements for 
stations, trunks, tie lines, and simultaneous connections 
exceeds the capacity of manual cordless switchboards, 
and where certain features not provided with cordless 
switchboards are required. 

EQUIPMENT AND CAPACITIES 

EQUIPMENT-The switchboards are approximately 4 

feet high, and require floor space less than 3 f eet square 

plus a 30-inch minimum seating space in front and a 30-

inch working space in back of the board. The standard 

finishes are oak and mahogany-walnut. On the 555 type, 

the wood panels are detachable for refinish or replace

ment purposes. 

The front of the switchboard is equipped with the nec
essary lamp signals, jacks, and cords, and with a writing 
shelf 30 inches from the floor. In dial centrai office 
areas, a dial. is mounted on each position of the board. 

The attendant's telephone is usually a headset (52 type 
or headband receiver with separate transmitter). A 
handset equipped with cord and. plug may be provided 
for use during off-peak periods or as the regular set 
where traffic is light and intermittent. 

CAPACITIES-Non-multiple cord switchboards are pro
vided in the following capacities: 

Station 

Jacks 

per Cord 
Type Strip Stations Trunks Pairs 

551-A 10 40 10 10 
551-B 10 80 15 15 
551-B 20 320 15 15 
555 10 60 13 15 
555 20 120 13 15 

The 555 types supersede the 551 types which are no 
longer manufactured. The 555 boards fill the same re
quirements as the 551 types except for the 320-line size. 
The small demand for 320-line boards is met by re-use 
of 551-B PBX's. 

OPERATION AND SUPERVISION 

OPERATION-The 551 and 555 types are designed for 
operation in common battery centrai office areas, but 
can be modified for operation in magneto areas. 

As explained in the exhibits following, both the 551 and 
555 are operated in essentially the same manner, but the 
keys and cord pairs are arranged differently and the 
key operations are entirely different. 

SUPERVISION-The 551 and 555 types of switchboards 
are normally arranged for through supervision, but can 
be arranged for non-through supervision, if desired. The 
type of supervision required should be specified. On the 
555 type, a combination of through and non-through 
supervision, called automatic discrimination, is also 
available. A directional relay is added to provide through 
supervision on outgoing calls and non-through super
vision on incoming calls, which are more subject to 
transfer. The arrangement, therefore, gives the customer 
the advantages of through supervision on outgoing calls, 
but without its disadvantages on incoming calls. (See 
Part VI, Section 1, for explanation of through and non
through supervision.) 

FEATURES AND ARRANGEMENTS 

Certain features and arrangements which may be pro
vided with practically all types of PBX systems, includ
ing non-multiple cord PBX's are described in other sec
tions of the manual as indicated below: 

1. Night service (Part VI, Section 1)-Provided by (1) 
connecting a station to a trunk by means of a cord 
pair (2) . operating the back key of the cord circuit to 
its back or night-and-through dialing position and (3) 
turning off battery and buzzer keys to prevent opera
tion of lamp and buzzer signals. A maximum of three 
stations may be connected to one trunk by means of 
a patch cord, provided the bell limitation o{ four per 
trunk is not exceeded. Calls may be directed to par
ticular departments through the use of night directory 
listings with or without centrai office night terminal 
equipment as outlined in Part VI, Section 1. 

2. Off-premises stations (Part X, Section 1)-Available 
under the conditions prescribed for all PBX systems. 
Station jacks 1 to 10 on the 551-A and 1 to 20 on the 
551-B switchboards are arranged for line relays to be 
used for on-premises as well as off-premises stations 
located beyond the normai transmission and signaling 
range of the switchboard but which do not require use 
of long line equipment. Off-premises stations which 
require the use of long line equipment at the PBX do 
not have to be assigned to particular jacks. Off
premises stations which require long line equipment 
at the centrai office (but not at PBX) may require 
line relays at the PBX. 
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Because of the longer signaling and transmission 
range of the 555 switchboard, station jacks are not 
arranged for line relays and it is not necessary to 
assign certain stations to particular jacks as is done 
with the 551 type boards. 

3. Tie lines (Part X, Section 1)-Local tie lines of the 
trunk-to-station or trunk-to-trunk type not requiring 
terminal equipment are regularly available. Likewise, 
all types of tie lines requiring terminal equipment and 
designed for use between two manual PBX's or be
tween a manual and a dial PBX are standard for ter
mination on trunk jacks. Interexchange tie lines may 
also be provided. Each tie line reduces the trunk 
capacity of the switchboard by one. If more than four 
tie lines are terminated on a 555 type switchboard an 
external relay mounting arrangement will have to be 
provided. 

4. Field lines (Part VI, Section 1)-Magneto field lines 
may be connected to common battery non-multiple 
cord switchboards by means of field line terminal 
equipment. 

5. Power supply (Part VI, Section 1)-Bath the direct 
current for talking purposes, lamp signals and relay 
apparatus and the 20 cycle A.e. ringing current are 
furnished by the telephone company. A hand gen
erator is provided on the switchboard for use in event 
of failure of the ringing current supply. 

Features and arrangements applicable to non-multiple 
switchboards only are described below. 

TWO POSITION NON-MULTIPLE PBX-Two non
multiple cord switchboar,ds are sometimes lined up to
gether side by side when two attendants are needed to 
handle the traffic during the busiest hours of the busi
ness day. The trunk and station jacks are divided be
tween the two boards in a moanner that enables either of 
the two attendants tç> reach the jacks in front of the 
other. Where the jack space required for the number of 
stations in use does not exceed two panels the jacks are 
mounted on the inner panels for convenient reach of both 
attendants. The trunk and station capacity of the two
position arrangement is theoretically doubled; however, 
a controlling factor is the amount of operating work 
(work units) that two attendants can handle. Ordinarily, 
the primary purpose of a two-position non-multiple ar
rangement is to divide the operating work during certain 
periods between two attendants. 

Normally the two switchboards lined up together are of 
the same type and capacity. 

TWO-POSITION OROUPING-To enable one attendant 
to operate a two-position non-multiple PBX during cer
tain periods, a grouping arrangement is provided which 
connects the headset used by the one attendant to the 
cord pairs in both positions. On the 551 boards a group-

ing or transf er key is operated to make the connection; 
on the 555 type, the removal of the attendant's headset 
plug from one position automatically groups the cords of 
that position to the adjacent position. 

TWO-POSITION PLATFORMS-Longer cord pairs are 
required with each position of a two-position non- mul
tiple installation to reach the jacks of the other position. 
The 551 boards are mounted on a six-inch platform to 
accommodate the longer cords. An alternative arrange
ment is for the customer to furnish a platform large 
enough to accommodate attendants' chairs of standard 
height. 

A platform is not required for two-position 555 switch
boards because the longer cords are accommodated by 
provision of an auxiliary pulley attached to the cord 
unit. 

EXTRA HEIGHT ATTENDANTS' CHAIRS-Office 
chairs of a standard height are not suitable for a two
position non-multiple PBX mounted on a platform unless 
the platform is large enough to accommodate the chairs. 
The telephone company furnishes chairs of extra height 
without charge when required (the customer always 
furnishes chairs of standard height). 

TWO-PARTY PBX STATION LINES (555 PBX ONLY) 
-Two-party line PBX station line service with full 
selective ringing may be provided with the 555 PBX 
only. A jack for each party line station appears on the 
switchboard. Party line service is sometimes warranted 
on off-premises stations where considerable mileage is 
involved and there is little or no need for intercommuni
cation between stations on the same party line. 

STATION BUSY TEST (555 PBX ONLY)-This feature 
permits the PBX attendant to test a station jack for a 
busy condition by touching the tip of a cord plug to the 
station jack. This is particularly desirable where there 
are two lines terminating on an order turret at one lo
cation;. that is, one PBX line for incoming calls, and a 
PBX or CO line for outgoing calls. With such an ar
rangement, one line must test busy while the other is in 
use. Modification of the cord circuits is necessary to pro
vide this service and is done on a special-assembly-of
equipment basis. 

SPLITTING KEY (555 PBX ONLY)-This standard 
arrangement permits the PBX attendant, after ringing 
the called station on an incoming centrai office or tie 
line call answered with a trunk cord, to announce the 
call without being heard by the calling party. 

MONITORING KEY ( 555 PBX ONL Y)-An optional ar
rangement that permits the PBX attendant to listen in 
on any connection on which the lever key is in the talk 
position, but disconnects her transmitter from the cir
cuit. 
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NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORO SWITCHBOARDS 

OPTIONAL AUXll.IARY SERVICES 

The following auxiliary services which may be associated 
with non-multiple cord switchboards are fully described 
in the sections indicated below. 

1. Paging and code calling systems (Part III, Section 1) 
-Loudspeaker paging system may be terminated on 
a jack of the switchboard. The signals of a code call
ing system may be connected at night to a PBX sta
tion which in turn is connected to a trunk. The signals 
sound once at each application of the ringing current. 

2. Conference equipment (Part VI, Section 1)-Manual 
conference equipment may be provided on non-multi
ple cord boards. A cord pair is required f or each 

trunk, station and tie line connected, and the number 
of cord pairs required may be larger than ordinarily 
required. When provided with the 555 PBX, the con
ference equipment is in a separate unit which occupies 
the space of two trunk jacks. 

3. Recorder connector equipment (Part III, Section 1)
A recorder connector may be associated with a 
switchboard to enable any PBX station to request 
connection to customer-owned voice recording equip
ment. Connection is made through use of a spare sta
tion jack, a spare trunk jack and two cord pairs. PBX 
must be arranged for non-through supervision on ce~ 
trai office connections. 
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NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORD SWITCHBOARD 

551 A 

551-A NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORO SWITCHBOARD 

2' Y2 " Wide; 3' 10" High; 2' 5!/,i." Deep 

Capacity: 10 Trunks, 10 Cord Pairs, 40 Stations 

Standard Finishes: Oak and Mahogany-Walnut 

(Board Illustrateci Equipped With: 8 Trunks, 10 Cord Pairs, 30 Stations) 
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Exhibit 2 

OPERATION SS 1-A CORO SWITCHBOARD 

1. OPERATION CHART - -

7. JACK FOR----
ATENDANT'S SET 

1. Instructions pertaining to operation of 551-A board 
are posted as reference for PBX attendant. 

2. Space used to obtain capacity of 40 stations. Each 
strip provides 10 station jacks. 

3. Station jacks provided for termination of station 
lines. Station connections are made by inserting 
station cord plug into station jack. 

4. Station lamp signal associated with station jack 
lights when station user lifts receiver to make a call 
and is extinguished when the attendant answers or 
when receiver is hung up. 

5. Trunk jacks provided for the termination of centra! 
office trunks. Connections are made to trunks by in
serting trunk cord plugs into trunk jacks. Ten trunk 
jacks are provided on the 551-A board. 

6. Trunk lamp signal associated with trunk jack lights 
on the first ringing impulse, on incoming calls, and 

8. BUZZER KEY 

9. BATTERY KEY 

IO. GENERATOR Kl:Y 

11. DESIGNATJON STRIPS 

13. KEY 5HELF 
SEE EXHIBIT 6 

stays lighted until attendant inserts trunk cord plug 
into trunk jack. 

7. Jack provided for attendant's set. 

8. Buzzer key controls audible signal which supple
ments lamp signals. 

9. Battery cut-off key to prevent operation of signals 
when board is not attended. 

10. Generator key to connect hand generator for ring
ing when the regular source is not available. 

11. Strips associated with stations show station numbers 
or station user's name. Telephone numbers are shown 
on strips associated with trunk jacks. 

12. Hand generator for ringing stations if regular ring
ing current supplied from central office is inter
rupted. 

13. Keyshelf-See Exhibit 6. 
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NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORO SWITCHBOARD 

551-B 

551-B NON-MULTIPLE MANU AL CORO SWITCHBOARD 

2' 2%" Wide; 4' 3 1~.;'' High; 2' 10Y2 " Deep 
Capacity: 15 Trunks, 15 Cord Pairs, 80 to 320 Stations 

Standard Finishes: Oak and Mahogany-Walnut 

(Board lllustrated Equipped With: 14 Trunks, 15 Cord Pairs, 60 Stations) 
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Exhibit 4 

OPERATION 551-B CORD SWITCHBOARD 

I. OPERATION CHART -

2. STATION JACK 
SPACE 

3. STATION JACK 
SPACE 

4. DESIGNATION 
STRIPS 

5. TRUNK JACKS 

6. TRUNK LAMPS 

7. JACK FOR 
ATTENDANT"S SET 

1. Instructions pertaining to operation of 551-B board 
are posted as reference for PBX attendant. 

2. Space used to obtain capacity of 320 stations. A total 
of sixteen strips, with twenty jacks per strip, may be 
installed. 

3. Space used to obtain capacity of 80 stations. A tota! 
of eight strips, with ten jacks per strip, may be in
stalled. 

4. Strips associated with stations show station numbers 
or station user's name. Telephone numbers are 
shown on strips associated with trunks. 

5. Trunk jacks provided for the termination of centrai 
office trunks. Connections are made to trunks by in
serting trunk cord plugs into trunk jacks. Fifteen 
trunk jacks are provided on the 551-B board. 

6. Trunk lamp signal associated with trunk jack lights 
on the first ringing impulse, on incoming calls, and 
stays lighted until attendant inserts trunk cord plug 
into trunk jack. 

7. Jack provided for attendant's set. 

8. BUZZER l<EY 

9. BATIERY KEY 

13 HAND GENERATOR 

14. Kl'YSHELF
SE E EXHIBIT 6 

8. Buzzer key controls audible signal which supple
ments lamp signals. 

9. Battery cut-off key to prevent operation of signals 
when board is not attended. 

10. Generator key to connect hand generator for ringing 
when the regular source is not available. 

11. Station jacks provided for the termination of station 
lines. Station connections are made by inserting sta
tion cord plugs into station jacks. See (2) and (3) 
above for station capacities. 

12. Station lamp signal associated with station jack 
lights when station user lifts receiver to make a call 
and is extinguished when the attendant answers or 
when receiver is hung up. 

13. Rand generators for ringing stations if regular ring
ing current supplied from centrai office is inter
rupted. 

14. Keyshelf- See Exhibit 6. 
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TWO-POSITION 551-B CORO SWITCHBOARD 

For 80 or less stations 
o G c:;y~· / jacks are mounted in e enter 
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Telephone Company will furnish platform same size as base of 
switchboard. The customer may elect to provide a platform large 
enough for switchboard and operators' chairs. This makes chairs 
of extra height unnece$sary. 

---- For more than 80 stations 
jacks must be mounted in 
outside panels. 

Longer cords must be used to 
permit any cord to reach 
any jack, 

and 
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KEY SHELF FOR SS I TYPE NON-MULTIPLE 

CORD SWITCHBOARDS 

Cord Circuits: I O for 30 
~ 15for80 

40 line. 
"320 line. 

Desig-~ 8 B 
nations~ 8 B 

/j / Rear or back cord for use in station jacks. 

{J Front cord for use in trunk jacks. 

G / Supervisory lamp signal on back cord: 

/ 

Burns until stat.ion answers. · 
Lights when station hangs up. 

Q Q Q Supervisory lamp signal on front cord: 
_______-" <> <> 

0 
/ Operates as above on station to station calls. 

Lamps ~ Does not operate on trunk to station calls. 

Q Q Q _,__, Back position-used when station is connected to trunk 

position \ ~ 
Normai \--.......~ /' for night service or thru dialing. 

\ ~ w _ Front position for ringing on back cord. 

rc=ii-- :QJ 

~ ~ lr) ~- Back position for operator to talk on cord circuit. 

1{1\ I[] llJ IIJ ...,...__ Front position for ringing on front cord. 

Transfer key to connect operators telephone set to keys 
and cords in both positions of a 2-position board when 
only one operator is on duty. 

dial areas. 

Operator can 
dial outgoing 
calls for stations. 

Buzzer, battery and 
generator keys lo
cated on face of 
551 type boards. 

fTI 
)( 
~ 

O" 
;::;: 
C1> 
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NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORD SWITCHBOARD 

555 

555 NON-MULTIPLE MANUAL CORO SWITCHBOARD 

2' 5%" Wide; 3' 10" High; 2' 5%" Deep 
Capacity: 13 Trunks, 15 Cord Pairs, 60 to 120 Stations 

Standard Finishes: Oak and Mahogany-Walnut 

The 14th unit space cannot be used for a centrai office trunk unit because of inter
ference with other equipment but is available for additional tie line or part of the 
conference equipment. 

(Board Illustrateci Equipped With: 8 Trunks, 10 Cord Pairs, 40 Stations) 
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Exhiblt 8 

OPERATION OF 555 CORD SWITCHBOARD 

I. OESIGNATION STRIP -

2. OPERA TION CHART 

3. CORO PAIRS ---

4. CORO LAMPS ---
5. RINGING BUTTONS 

6. AOJUSTABLE---- 1 

BUZZER KEY 
7. TALKING KEYS 

1. Telephone numbers are shown on designation strip. 

2. Instructions pertaining to operation of 555 board 
are posted as reference for PBX attendant. 

3. Left cord of each cord pair is used for making con
nections to any jack on the switchboard and must 
always be used for connections to trunks. Right cord 
is used for connections to stations. 

4. Lamp signals light when phtg is inserted into station 
jack and stay lighted until station answers. When 
station hangs up the lamp signals are again lighted. 

5. Non-locking ringing buttons when depressed will 
provide ri,nging over the associated cord. 

6. Knob used to adjust the volume of the audible signal. 

7. When upright, the key is in normai position, when 
turned to right in talk position, and when pushed in 
toward the face of the switchboard in night or 
through dial position. 

8. Station numbers or station users' names are shown 
on these strips. 

9. Station jacks provided for termination of station 
lines. For 60 station capacity 6 strips, with 10 jacks 
per strip, are provided. For 120 station capacity, 6 
strips, with 20 jacks per strip, are provided. 

10. Station lamp signal lights when the receiver is re
moved from the switch hook at the associated station, 

8. OES IGNATION STRIP 

~ 9. STATION JACKS 

~IO. STA TION LAMPS 

=----13. HA NO GENERATOR 

----14. MONITORING KEY 

.----1s. SPl.ITTING KEY 

17. BATTERY KEY 

and is extinguished when the attendant answers or 
when receiver is hung up. 

11. Trunk lamp signal lights on the first ringing im
pulse, on incoming calls, and stays lighted until at
tendant inserts trunk card plug into trunk jack. 

12. Trunk jacks provided for the termination of trunks. 
Connections are made to trunks by inserting plug on 
left card into trunk jack. Thirteen trunk jacks can 
be provided. 

13. Hand generator for ringing stations if regular ring· 
ing current supplied from centra! office is interrupt· 
ed. 

14. Key to permit the attendant to listen in on any con
nection· on which the lever key is in talk position. 
Monitoring key is optional. 

15. Splitting key permits the attendant, after ringing the 
called station on an incoming trunk or tie line call 
answered with the left card, to announce the call 
without being heard by the calling party. 

16. Buzzer key controls audible signal which supple
ments lamp signals. 

17. Battery cut-off key to prevent operation of signals 
when board is not attended. 

18. Dial is provided when switchboard is in a dial cen
trai office area. 
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8-49 

MULTIPLE MANUAL CORD SWITCHBOARDS 

GENERAL 

A multiple manual cord switchboard is arranged for 
more than one appearance of the trunk, tie line and 
station jacks. Since the reach of an attendant is limited 
to the jacks in her position and to those in the adjacent 
panels of the positions on either side, it is normally 
necessary to provide a multiple appearance of jacks 
when three or more positions of switchboard are pro
vided. 

The multiple manual type is provided where the require
ments for stations, trunks, tie lines, and simultaneous 
connections exceed the capacity of non-multiple switch
boards, or when more than two attendants are required 
to handle the traffic during the busiest hours. The multi
ple manual type of switchboard is particularly appropri
ate where a large portion of the traffic is incoming and 
when close supervision of both incoming and outgoing 
calls is necessary. If, however, close supervision of calls 
is unnecessary and a large portion of the traffic is out
going and interoffice, or more than 8-hour operation is 
desired, an attended dia! PBX may serve the customer's 
requirements more efficiently and economically. As out
lined in the section immediately following, outgoing calls 
and calls between PBX stations are dialed direct by the 
station users without the assistance of the dial PBX at
tendant. 

EQUIPMENT ANO CAPACITIES 

EQUIPMENT-The multiple manual switchboard is 
made up of severa! sections, each section corresponding 
to an 80-line single-position non-multiple cord switch
board in appearance and operation. 

Each section or position has two jack panels, a left and 
a right panel, in which the station, trunk and tie line 
jacks are mounted. The following types of switchboards 
are used to provide multiple manual PBX service. The 
comparative features are described later in this section. 

1. 551-D-Consists of 551-B type non-multiple sections 
arranged for multiple operation. The trunks, tie lines 
and station jacks are multipled on a three panel basis. 
(See exhibits.) The 551-D switchboards are no longer 
manufactured and are to be superseded by a multiple 
type board similar to the 555. 

2. 552-D-Consists of 552-A type non-multiple sections 
arranged for multiple operation. This equipment is 
designed primarily as multiple sections associated 
with a dial PBX system, but may be used to provide 
multiple manual PBX service, where 48-volt operation 
is required to serv~ a large number of PBX stations 
which are a considerable distance from the switch
board. The trunk, tie line and station jacks are mul
tipled on a three panel basis. 

3. 605-A-Has Iarger capacity and occupies more space 
than the 551-552 types. The trunk, tie line and station 
jacks are multiplied on a four panel basis. 

4. 606-A-Similar to 605-A but has much larger capacity 
and provides additional service features. 

5. 607-A-Similar in capacity and features to the 606-A, 
but more compact in design. 

6. 607-B-Same capacity and size as the 607-A, but has 
f ewer service features. 

Each station and trunk jack has an associated line lamp 
to summon the attendant. Each trunk jack also has an 
associated busy lamp to indicate the trunk is in use. 
Ordinarily, a maximum of four appearances of both line 
and busy lamps is provided. 

Attendants' telephone sets are the same types as those 
used with non-multiple cord switchboards. The 600 type 
boards are equipped with double headset jackets to elimi
nate delay when an attendant relieves another. 

In dial centrai office areas a dial is mounted at each 
attendant's position. 

Chairs higher than standard office chairs are furnished 
without charge when required. 

CAP ACITIES-The capacities of the various types of 

multiple manual boards listed below vary, depending 

upon whether or not designation strips for identifying 

the jacks are used. When desigation strips are omitted, 

the capacity is increased, and the panel frames are 

marked to identify the jacks. Each position has a ca

pacity of 15 cord pairs. 

Stations 
With Without 

Type * Designation Designation 

of PBX Trunks Strips Strips 

551-D 30 420 600 

552-D 30 420 600 

605-A-Small 200 1040 1520 

605-A-Large 200 1200 1760 

606-A (Nomina! capacity of 5000-9600 lines) 

607-A} 
607-B 

(Nominai capacity of 2500-5600 lines) 

* On basis of 10 jacks per strip-Can be in

creased by using 20 jacks per strip. 

The station and trunk capacitìes indicated above are 
nominai, that is, the station capacity may be increased 
at the expense of the trunk capacity, and vice versa. 
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OPERATION AND SUPERVISION 

OPERATION-Multiple manual cord switchboards are 
designed for operation in common battery manual or dial 
centrai office areas, but can be modified for operation in 
magneto areas. 

The method of operation is similar to that of non-multi
ple manual cord boards. However, because several 
attendants have access to the lines, a means of deter
mining whether a line is in use before plugging in must 
be provided. Touching the sleeve of a busy station jack 
with the plug of a cord will produce a slight clicking 
sound in the attendant's receiver. Busy lamps are pro
vided with trunk jacks. (See exhibits.) 

SUPERVISON - Ordinarily non - through superv1s10n 
should be specified for multiple manual PBX systems 
although through supervision may be furnished if re
quired. (See Part VI, Section 1, for explanation of 
through and non-through supervision.) 

FEATURES AND ARRANGEMENTS 

Certain features and arrangements which may be pro
vided with practically all types of PBX systems, includ
ing multiple manual switchboards, are described in other 
sections of the manual as indicated below. 

1. Night Service (Part VI, Section 1)-0n the 552-D and 
600 type switchboards special strips of jacks are in
stalled above the station multiple for night connect
ions. With the 551-D night connections are established 
in the same man.µer as with non-multiple cord switch
boards. 

2. Off-premises stations (Part X, Section 1)-Available 
under the conditions prescribed for all PBX systems. 
Long line equipment may be involved. 

3. Tie lines (Part X, Section 1)-Local tie lines of the 
trunk-to-station type and the types of tie lines re
quiring terminal equipment designed for use between 
two manual PBX's or between a manual and a dial 
PBX may be provided. Interexchange tie lines of the 
magneto type may also be furnished. Tie lines may be 
arranged for one or more appearances as required. 

4. Field lines (Part VI, Section 1)-Magneto field lines 
may be connected to common battery multiple cord 
switchboards by means of field line terminal equip
ment. 

5. Power supply (Part VI, Section 1)-Both the direct 
current for talking purposes, lamp signals, and relay 
apparatus, and the 20 cycle A.C. ringing current are 
furnished by the telephone company. A hand genera-

tor is provided at each position for use in the event 
of failure of the ringing current supply. 

Features and arrangements applicable to multiple 
manual switchboards are described below. 

COMPARATIVE FEATURES OF 551 AND 600 TYPES 
-The 551-D, which is multipled on a three-panel basis, 
occupies less space than the 600 types because no head 
or feet sections are required to provide additional end 
panels of multiple. However, a relatively small distribu
ting frame section is required at the head of the origina
ting end of the board, and a storage battery cabinet 
which may be located at the other end of the line-up or 
at another convenient piace. (See exhibits.) The 551-D 
type often meets the requirements for multiple manual 
PBX service, but if the customer's requirements are 
likely to exceed the ·capacity of the 551-D within a few 
years, it may be desirable to install a 605-A type ini
tially. 

The 605-A switchboard, which is multipled on a four
panel basis, occupies more space than the 551-D because 
it requires (1) an additional section at each end to pro
vide an extra panel of multiple, and (2) a distributing 
frame section or a cable turning section, or both, at the 
head end. (See exhibits.) 

The 607 -A type switchboard supersedes (within the 
limits of its capacity) the 606-A switchboard. The 606-
607 type switchboards provide the following service 
features: 

1. Audible ringing on intercommunicating calls and sta
tion to tie line calls. 

2. Answering of all calls by means of the back cord and 
completion with the front cord. 

3. Machine ringing started automatically upon plug in 
on calls completed to PBX stations. 

4. Repeating tie lines equipped with a single jack in
stead of the customary two jacks. 

5. Audible and flashing recall whereby a single opera
tion of the switchhook to recall the attendant causes 
the supervisory lamp to flash intermittently and a 
buzzer to sound until the attendant answers or the 
station hangs up. This may be provided on either a 
two-cord basis (double recall) or a one-cord basis 
(single recali). 

6. Idle trunk indicating lamps on centrai office and tie 
line groups. 

The 607-B type switchboard is identical in appearance 
and capacity as the 607-A but provides only the follow
ing service features: 
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1. Audible and flashing recall on a single basis (optional 
feature~). 

2. Idle trunk indicating lamps on centra! office and tie 
line groups. 

The 607-A and 607-B switchboards are more compact 
than the 606-A, as indicated below: 

Lower. keyshelf-30 inches as compared to 40 inches. 

Deeper keyshelf-19% inches as compared to 14% 
in eh es. 

Lower over-all height-5 feet, 4 inches as compared 
to over 6 feet. 

Use of the 606-607 type switchboards on installations of 
fewer than 1,000 stations are not ordinarily provided un
less the customer particularly desires the special fea
tures outlined above. 

TELAUTOGRAPH PANEL-A single panel may be lo
cated between two regular positions of multiple PBX 
switchboards 1or the purpose of mounting telautograph 
equipment used in hotels to transmit longhand messages 
by wire. The addition of telautograph equipment will 
affect the layout of the switchboard in that additional 
multiplying of the jacks may be necessary due to the 
lengthening of the switchboard. The charges for the 
panel are based upon the modifications required in each 
particular case. Telautograph equipment is described 
and illustrated in Part XI. 

BUSY OR A VAILABILITY LAMPS - Where large 
groups of station lines terminate in order equipment, 
such as the No. 4 turret, busy or availability lamps may 
be p.rovided at additional charges. 

OPTIONAL AUXIl.IARY SERVICES 

The following auxiliary services, which may be associ
ated with multiple manual cord switchboards, are fully 
described in the sections indicated below. 

1. Paging and code calling systems (Part III, Section 1) 

-Loud speaker paging systems may be terminated 
on a jack of the switchboard. The signals of a manual 
code calling system may be connected at night to a 
PBX station which in turn is connected to a trunk. 
With this arrangement, all signals will sound once at 
each application of ringing current. 

2. Conference equipment (Part VI, Section 1)-0pera
tion same as with non-multiple cord boards except 
that additional appearances of conference jacks may 
be required. Under multiple appearance arrangement, 
the attendant must determine when conference cir
cuit is in use before attempting to set up a confer
ence connection. 

3. Recorder connector equipment (Part III, Section 1)
A recorder connector may be associated with a multi
ple manual switchboard. Connection is made through 
use of a spare station jack, a spare trunk jack, and 
two cord pairs. PBX must be arranged for non-through 
supervision on centrai office connections. 
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551-D 

551-D MULTIPLE MANUAL CORO SWITCHBOARD 

Dimensions for Each Position: 2' 2%" Wide; 4' 91\r" High; 2' 10Y2 " Deep 

Capacity: 30 Trunks, 15 Cord Pairs, 420 Stations (with Des. Strips), 

600 Stations (without Des. Strips) 

Standard Finishes: Oak and Mahogany-Walnut 
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No cable turn
ing or head 
sections re-

quired. But 
small distrib
uting frame 
section may 
be attached 
to first posi
tion. 

PANEL ARRANGEMENT FOR 881-D MULTIPLE 
CORD SWITCHBOARD 

POSITION I POSITION 2 POSITION 3 

PANEL I PANEL 2 PANEL 3 PANEL 4 PANEL 5 PANEL 6 No foot section 
required. But 
battery cabine+ 
may be attached to 
last position. 

o 

o 

100 200 o 100 200 

99 199 299 99 199 
9 IO 19 20 29 o 9 IO 19 20 

\/~\/~\/ 
o o o 

Any attendant can reach one appearance of all stations, trunks, 

and tie lines by reaching into panel in adjacent position. 

299 
29 --E-- T runks appear in every third 

pane I. 

'" )( 

:: 
C' 
;:;: 
f\) 
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MULTIPLE MANUAL CARD SWITCHBOARD 

605-A 
MULTIPLE MANUAL 

CORO SWITCHBOARO 

Stai 1dard Finish: Mahogany-Walnut 

OIMENSIONS ANO CAPACITIES 

Small 
Size 

Large 
Size 

Jac k Panel Opening 24- 1 /8. " · 34- 1 /2 " 
Wi< lth, 2 Panel Section 2' 1 /64" 2' 1 /64" 
De1 1th, 2 Panel Section 2' 11-15/16" 2' 11-15/16" 
Wid th, Cable-Turning Section 1' 7- 3/16" 2' 11- 3/16" 
Dei ith, Cable-Turning Section 1' 10- 3/16" 1' 10- 3/16" 
Dei ith, Keyshelf 1' 2- 5 /8 " 1' 2- 5 /8 " 
Width, Telautograph Section 1' O " 1' O " 

Hei ght of Board 6' 2 " 7' 3/8 " 
Wi1 h Designation Strips 

Trunks 200 200 
Stations 1040 1200 

Wi' :hout Desi2"nation Strips 
Trunks 200 200 
Stations 1520 1760 

SIX POSITION: 

The board illustrated is ar
ranged for growth from left 
to right. Right to left growth 
may be provided. 

The 605-A is also used as the 
manual board associated 
with 701 type dia! PtiX sys
tems. 
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CAB LE 
TURNING 

PANEL ARRANGEMENT FOR 605-A MULTIPLE 
CORO SWITCHBOARD 

HEAD SECTION POSITION I 

PANEL O PANEL I PANEL 2 PANEL 3 
o 9 IO 19 20 29 

o 100 200 

99 199 299 

o 9 IO 19 20 29 

POSITION 2 POSITION 3 

PANEL 4 PANEL 5 PANEL 6 PANEL 7 
30 39 ~ 

300 o 100 200 

399 99 199 299 

30 39 o 9 IO 19 20 29 

FOOT SECTION 

PANEL 8 PANEL 9 

300 
,;:;: 

399 

30 39 ~ -

TRUNK JACKS FOR SETTING UP 
NIGHT CONNECTIONS ONL Y 

STA TIONS APPEAR IN EVERY 
FOURTH PANEL 

TRUNKS APPEAR IN EVERY 
FOURTH PANEL 

~\ //~\ //~\ !/ \ 
O V O 

ATTENDANTS CAN REACH FOUR PANELS WHICH INCLUDE 
ONE APPEARANCE OF ALL STATIONS, TRUNKS ANOTIE LINES. 

HEAD SECTION REQUIRED TO MOUNT 
JACKS AND RELA YS. 

NO CORD CIRCUITS ARE INSTALLED. 

FOOT SECTION REQUIRED TO MOUNT 
JACKS AND RELA YS. 

NO CORD CIRCUITS ARE INSTALLED. 

CABLE TURNING SECTION 

SEPAR.1.1. TE SPACE IS REQU!RED FOR A LOCAL POWER 

PLANT TO SUPPLY CURRENT FOR OPERATING BOARO. 

rn 
>< :r 
C' 
;:;: 
.i:. 
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FLOOR PLAN DATA 
MULTIPLE MANUAL SWITCHBOARD 
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'0 POWER OUTLET 
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n 

l 
Diagram above shows floor pian Tor 605-A switchboaro. 
With 551-0 and 552-D boards, no cable turning, head, or 
foot sections are required. 
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